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costa blanca dream properties

Ref. 3154

Torre Ambolo

To whom it
may concern
The coastline, picturesquely majestic, that
represents the northern Costa Blanca most
impressively, contains quite a few highly
interesting properties, some spectacular and
breathtaking, others mysterious and striking,
one even with a historic landmark, which
is seen in the photo on the right and all of
a magically enticing allure, especially in the
front line facing the sea.
Whether from near or far, the Mediterranean
Sea has always been a longed for destination
for many people, and to live there an eternal
dream. With this issue of our company
magazine, el sueño, we wish to draw your
attention to a few more dream properties that
we currently offer. Be inspired and take a look
at our website.
Should you have any questions or would like
more detailed information, I am more than
happy to assist you.
With fondest regards,

Julia Arp
+34 665 316 374
contact@hg-hamburg.de

Hanseatische Gesellschaft Hamburg
Costa Blanca Immobilien-Vermittlung Walter Arp mbH

Frontline Property in Jávea

Ref. 3199

Villa Floral
jávea

Picture-Postcard Villa in a very quiet neighbourhood with a fairy tale garden and an enticing pool site in magnificent
scenery. The villa of 211m² was built in 1999, all on one level, is extendable, has 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, garage and a
charming roof terrace with superb panoramic view of the surrounding and the mountains. It has underfloor heating, A/C
and automatic irrigation system on a flat south-west facing plot of 1.990m². A property that leaves nothing to be desired.
€ 595.000,-.

Ref. 3079

Villa La Melodia
JÁVEA

This magnificent Villa of 385m² with Mediterranean style, quality and character, situated in a prestigious urbanisation on a
flat plot of 1.880m², was built in 1980 and fully refurbished in 2007. It has 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 2 lounges, a spacious
kitchen and dining room, sauna, barbecue, interior patio, a Naya, 10m pool and nice views. Furthermore the property
includes a double garage, central heating and A/C. The beautiful garden is very well taken care of, sunny and private.
€ 1.350.000,-.

Ref. 3243

Villa Olympus
jávea

Imposing Villa of 700 m², in a spectacular vantage-point, on a 2.023m² south facing plot. The Mediterranean Sea and the
expansive Bay of Jávea, with the picturesque yachting marina are just below and behind there is a nature conservation
area. The villa enjoys the setting most befitting it. Built in 2006, 6 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, double garage, 10m pool,
floor heating, A/C, electric awnings, alarm system with video monitoring and central music system. A true masterpiece.
€ 2.900.000,-.

Ref. 3202

Villa Oberon
benissa

Fascinating Coastal Estate: Villa of 652 m² on a south facing plot of 10.746m² with superb gardens, tennis court, boules
and gorgeous pool landscape with Spa, as well as an enchanting separate barbecue house, own well, floor heating and
garage. Artistic villa with Picasso-Flair, exquisite, fabulously furnished and grandly equipped. Magnificent views of the
bay, the Mediterranean Sea and the distant mountain range of the Bernia. A summer nights dream, in a majestic location.
€ 4.950.000,-.
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Los datos y precios indicados en este catálogo no son contractuales y pueden variar según condiciones del mercado.
The data and prices indicated in this publication are not contractual and may vary according to market conditions.
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